Engagement Shoot Submission Requirements
 A zip file of at least 25-50 watermark-free images that are at least 900 pixels wide (no
collages please). Note: We ask that images of the couple be a mix of close ups and full
body shots. Vertical shots are a plus as well.
 The photographer’s location (city, state), website URL, and social media profile URLs.
 Short description of the shoot including the first names of the couple, the location of the
shoot or the shoot venue, engagement shoot theme, and the couple’s questionnaire
responses. Please have the couple fill out our questionnaire for engagement sessions at
http://goo.gl/forms/O3D1Bd7f0oAhrpLz1. The responses come straight to us and there’s
no back and forth with the couple for you!
 A photo release form signed by the photographer to give us formal permission to publish
the submitted photographs. Please sign, scan, and email it with your images in the zip file.
(included in this PDF)

Real DIY Wedding Submission Requirements
 A zip file of 50 – 100 watermark-free images that are at least 900 pixels wide (no collages
please). Note: We ask that images of the couple be a mix of close ups and full body shots.
Vertical shots are a plus as well.
 A list of all the vendors hired for the wedding including their website URL and social media
profile URLs for proper credit and link backs. Please ensure all vendors agree with the plans
to submit a feature.
 Include a list of all the DIY items from the wedding and who created them
 A Short description of the wedding that includes: first names of the bride and groom,
wedding date, wedding city/state, and theme/colors. Please have the couple fill out our
questionnaire for Real DIY Weddings at http://goo.gl/forms/mcUzM8XD8xlLSlfI2 The
responses come straight to us and there’s no back and forth with the couple for you!
 A photo release form signed by the photographer to give us formal permission to publish
the submitted photographs. Please sign, scan, and email it with your images in the zip file.
(included in this PDF)
Photo Credit: Sydney Marie Photography

Styled Inspiration Shoot Submission Requirements
 A zip file of 50 – 100 watermark-free, individual images that are at least 900 pixels wide
(no collages please).
 A list of all the vendors hired for the wedding including their website URL and social media
profile URLs for proper credit and link backs. Feel free to include the models as well.
Please ensure all vendors agree with the plans to submit a feature.
 A short description of the shoot that includes: theme and color inspiration
A photo release form signed by the photographer to give us formal permission to publish
the submitted photographs. Sign and email with your images. (Included in this PDF)

DIY Project Tutorial Submission Requirements
 A zip file of at least 25-50 watermark-free, individual images that are at least 900 pixels
wide (no collages please). Images should include photos of the materials used in the
tutorial (all in one frame), step-by-step photos of the tutorial to be used as a guide for
successful project completion, and styled finished product photos.
 The name of individual and/or company who created and completed the tutorial as well as
a website address URL and social media profile URLs to give them credit and link backs
 A list of all supplies used in the tutorial and where they can be purchased. Note: Feel free
to include the pricing of the items. It is always a great help to DIY brides but is not
required.
 A description of each project step to aide brides in the successful completion of the
project. See the editor’s DIY project feature for an example. Click HERE to see the feature.
 A photo release form signed by the photographer to give us formal permission to publish
the submitted photographs. Sign and email with your images. (Included in this PDF)

Submissions Process
I’m in, where do I send my submission?
Please email all submission requirements to Krystal at makememarriedblog@gmail.com
What should I expect after my submission is sent to the editor?
Upon receiving your submission, we will send you an email confirming that your submission has
been received. We will then review your submission and provide a decision via email within 14
business days. While we cannot feature every submission we receive, we are so excited about
receiving your submissions and work tirelessly to review your work in efforts to inspire DIY brides.
We take fair and careful consideration of your work and make every effort to provide a
submission decision in a timely manner whether it is accepted or declined.
What happens after my submission is published?
Once your post is officially published on Make Me Married, you are welcomed to use one of our
badges to showcase that you have been published on a credible blog! Get Badges HERE!

Copyright License Agreement - Photo Release
I hereby declare and warrant that I, the copyright owner of the documented film, print, slide,
movie, video, artwork, digital photographs, negatives, or other materials (referred to as “photos”
and/or “videos”) have given permission and license to Make Me Married for use in the Make Me
Married's print, blog, online and video-based marketing materials, as well as other Make Me
Married publications. I represent that I have the legal right to grant such a license.
Photographs to be used: __________________________________ (Please Print Wedding Name)
I hereby release and hold harmless Make Me Married from any reasonable expectation of
privacy or confidentiality associated with the images specified above.
I further acknowledge that my participation is voluntary and that I will not receive financial
compensation of any type associated with the taking or publication of these photographs or
participation in company marketing materials or other Company publications. I acknowledge and
agree that publication of said photos confers no rights of ownership or royalties whatsoever.
I hereby release Make Me Married, its contractors, its employees, and any third parties involved
in the creation or publication of marketing materials for Make Me Married, from liability for any
claims by me or any third party in connection with my participation.

Authorization
Copyright Owner (printed name): ____________________________
Business Name (if applicable)
Signature: ________________________________ Date: ______________________
Street Address: ________________________________________________________
City: ____________________________ State: ________ Zip: ___________________
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